GET FAMILIAR WITH OUR AFFILIATES / 11 – LAEG / Germany

LAEG (Formerly BPvL) is one of the German Affialites of AEI. LAEG is AEI’s one of most contributive members on all fields.

AEI PR Chairman Mustafa Bucan Colak, AEI Auditor Dipl. Ing. Norbert Beuing & AEI General Aviation Representative in EASA Rolf Mailänder are members of LAEG.

Affiliate’s webpage is https://www.laeg.aero/

AFFILIATE’S LIST PAGE IS LIVE NOW

Our website has another a brand news section: Affiliate’s List. This part was created to reach any member organisation when needed by any person either an AME or a press member.

Affiliate’s List page is open to public and if you think there is a change at the contact information of your organisation, please let us know to update it regularly.

To visit our Affiliate’s List page please click: https://airengineers.org/affiliates-list/